
 
Success Acceleration System (SAS)  

“Health II: Body Realignment & Nutrition” 

We are spiritual beings inhabiting physical bodies and living in an energy 
system. The physical body knows what is best for its health. The body knows 
when something is out of balance mentally, emotionally and physically and 
responds to questions with great accuracy.  

Connecting with your body, you will access information to be able to improve 
your health and get into inspired action on the physical body using energy 
realignment techniques. 

The  ‘Health: Body Realignment & Nutrition’ module of the Success 
Acceleration System includes testing (with your body and/or a pendulum) 
and energetically realigning muscles, joints, vertebrae, and other sources of 
imbalance in the body, and clearing the mental, emotional and physical 
bodies order to offer a complete renewing of the whole individual.  

The training includes lecture, meditation, hands-on experience, clearing your 
blocks, and coaching. 
  
In this workshop you will learn: 

- How to bypass the conscious mind and directly work with innate 
consciousness and wisdom of the body 

- How to determine areas of your body holding tension or discordant energy 
and how to  release stress and obtain greater balance in that area 

- How to find root causes of physical pain in the body and clear them 
energetically 

- How to work with spiritual energy to establish vibrational healing of all 
organs and glands 

- How to test for imbalances in the body and make corrections on muscles, 
joints, vertebrae 

- How to find and release discordant emotional causes (memories, etc.) 
associated with physical pain or distress in the body 

- How to use a pendulum and get accurate answers to determine the best 
foods and combinations of food to properly nurture your body and 
maintain a higher level of energy through balanced diet 

- How to determine which vitamins, supplements, and other vibrational 
healing benefits (herbs, flower remedies, etc.) are needed to nurture the 
body on all level 

 
Prerequisite: SAS Level 1 
    



Training accomplished over 8 weeks: 
- 4-hour Workshop on a Sunday 
- 5 Group practice sessions, coaching and Q&A 
- 2 (or more) Collaborative practice sessions with another student 
- Individual practice required (on yourself, friends or family members) 

Tools: New charts, templates, graphics, audio meditations are provided. 
You will also use the charts you have from “SAS-Level1” 

Bonus: Access to SAS Monthly Community Call 
60-min. call, every month —except in July and December, where we discuss 
a topic (intuition, health, money, productivity, leadership), use SAS to clear/
activate/get guidance on the topic, and answer the students questions.  
We also network and encourage students to work on each other. 

Price: $999 (value: priceless!) 

- Pay in Full $999 and you save $100. 
- Payment Plan: 
Deposit $100 + 2X $499 or Deposit $100 + 3X $333  
(or more payments if needed - Talk to Nathalie!) 

Suggested Starting Date: Sunday February 20th, 9am PST to 1pm PST 
And the 5 following Sunday mornings for practice sessions. 

Everything is recorded in case you have to miss a practice session. 

It is Nathalie’s firm intention and vision to pass on to you THE GIFT 
OF HEALING yourself and helping others to heal on the physical, 
emotional, and spiritual levels with these techniques, and also 
assisting you to incorporate any other tools you may already use. 

Each SAS class is intentionally limited to an intimate number of people, so 
reserve your seat now! (Note: This training will sell out in January, don’t 
wait until the last minute to decide.) 

How to reserve your seat: If you see this document, you have already 
been pre-approved by Nathalie and your Higher Self with Spirit/God/
Universe, to take this workshop, so if YOU know it’s for you too then… 
Text Nathalie at 602-881-3040 or email nathalie@NathalieEkobo.com  with 
the subject: “SAS Health II”, then make a deposit or full payment by 
Venmo, Zelle, etc. 

On the fence? Or more questions? Text Nathalie ASAP at 602-881-3040 
to schedule a quick chat and get into guidance to get your clear answers!
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